A. BETWEEN 2348Z AND 0441Z, AN UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECT WAS NOTED ACTIVE OVER THE

AS FOLLOWS: 1. AN UNIDENTIFIED AIRCRAFT APPEARED 120 KILOMETERS

AT 2348Z AND TRACKING OF THIS AIRCRAFT CEASED 45 KILOMETERS

AT 0013Z. 2. AN UNIDENTIFIED AIRCRAFT APPEARED 115 KILOMETERS EAST OF

AT 0101Z AND TRACKING OF THIS AIRCRAFT CEASED AT 105 KILOMETERS NORTHEAST OF

AT 0105Z. 3. A [AIRCRAFT APPEARED 68 KILOMETERS EAST OF KNOTS. TRACKING OF THIS AIRCRAFT CEASED AT 225 KILOMETERS EAST

AT 0441Z. IN ADDITION, AT 0436Z, XGDS-2
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THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED BY
TRACKING OF IDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS.

Radar tracked one UFO moving northeast from the northwest, and facing north. Radar tracked one UFO moving southeast from the southwest, with an altitude of 11,520 feet, speed ten UTC 0200 knots. 
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THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED

5. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS (UFO). A. 0724-0839, RADAR TRACKED ONE UFO MOVING FROM SOUTHEAST OF 06000 TO 21 NM NORTHWEST OF 06000, ALTITUDE 4,600-16,000 FEET. B. 0901-0909, RADAR TRACKED ONE UFO MOVING OVER 85NM 220 DEGREES FROM 06000, ALTITUDE 51,000 FEET. C. 1011-1135, RADAR TRACKED ONE UFO MOVING OVER 06000, ALTITUDE 9,600 FEET. D. 1325-1554, RADAR TRACKED ONE UFO MOVING OVER 06000, ALTITUDE 9,500 FEET. E. 0510 TO UNKNOWN HOURS, RADAR TRACKED ONE UFO MOVING OVER 21 NM SOUTHEAST OF 06000. F. 0610, RADAR TRACKED ONE UFO MOVING OVER 37 NM SOUTH OF...
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THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED

6. RADAR TRACKING OF UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS.
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SECTION FOUR

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN PROVIDED.
6. Faraf tracking of UFOs activities: 1957-1972. Two UFOs (believed false) moved over microwave land coastal areas of Salt Flats 30-20,000 ft.
URING SIGHTING OFF CER, SAW AN ELONGATED BALL OF FIRE MOVING AT A HIGH RATE OF SPEED. AFTER COVERING THE DISTANCE, IT SPLIT INTO THREE BALLS OF FIRE.
 between 43S A1E AND 43S A2E FACILITY LOCATED AT "" REFLECTED AN IDENTIFIED LIT UP OBJECT MOVING IN AN EASTERN DIRECTION. THE OBJECT WAS INITIALLY REFLECTED AT 0415Z APPROXIMATELY 5 KM NAUTICAL MILES EASTNEAT OF AT 0415Z MOVING IN A SOUTHEASTERLY DIRECTION TO A LAST NOTED POSITION OF AT 0430Z. THE OBJECT REMAINED AT HIS LATER POSITION TIL 0436Z AND TWO MINUTES LATER THE OBJECT REPORTEDLY FADED ON SCOPE. INCREASING ALTITUDES WERE REFLECTED RANGING FROM 55,777 TO 16,426 FEET.
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VIMOS RECEIVED, MOST PLAUSIBLE EXPLANATION OF JFO'S IS THAT THEY ARE EITHER
PROPAGANDA FALLS.
THERE HAVE BEEN RADAR SIGHTINGS OF UFO'S FROM
UFO'S USUALLY SIGHTED ABOUT 1930H HOURS, IN VICINITY OF
AND NORMALLY TRAVELING INTO PREVAILING WIND. MAXIMUM ESTIMATED HEIGHT
IS ABOUT 5000 FT AND LARGEST NUMBER AT ONE TIME HAS BEEN EIGHT. IS REPORTED
FIRST RADAR SIGHTING OF UFO'S ON ______________. J-2, IS SENDING FIVE MAN
ELECTRONICS TEAM TO ______________ FOR APPROX TEN DAYS TO INVESTIGATE. TEAM
COMPOSED OF TWO MIL ELECTRONICS EXPERTS FROM J-2, ONE MIL ELECTRONIC EXPERT
FROM ELECTRONIC WARFARE SECTION J-2, ONE CIVILIAN FROM SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
GROUP, AND ONE CIVILIAN METEROLOGIST.

COMMENT: LAST WEEK REPORTED VISUAL SIGHTINGS OF UFO'S FROM
BEGAN ______________ AND HAVE CONTINUED TO PRESENT (SEE OUR INTSUM 32-66, 3-C).
UFO'S USUALLY DESCRIBED AS YELLOW OR GREEN, APPEAR BETWEEN 1900 AND 2130H,
SEEMINGLY DRIFTING OVER THE AREA. POSSIBILITY THAT UFO'S SOME KIND OF
SOPHISTICATION. ______________ DEVICE APPEARS REMOTE THROUGH THIS IS WHAT
USPECTS. HAVE NO INFO TO CONFIRM SIGHTINGS FROM RADAR OR SIGHT
CURSES. POSSIBLY THESE ARE REFLECTIONS OF ______________ AND/OR PROPAGANDA
ALLOWS, DEPENDING ON WIND DIRECTION AT UFO'S ALTITUDE. HOWEVER, FOUR RELIABLE
XERIAN OBSERVERS ______________ HAVE REPORTED SIGHTING UFO'S BUT BELIEVE THEY ARE
VISUAL SIGHTINGS OF SATELLITES OR SPACE DEBRIS. ONE OBSERVER SPENT OVER TWO
YEARS AT SATELLITE TRACKING STATION WHERE HE AND OTHER TRACKING STATION
PERSONNEL HAD VISUALLY OBSERVED SATELLITES PASSING OVERHEAD. HE INDICATED THIS
Oservation, made from outside, was of sae nature, a callous object on a steady course, time of sightings and clear atmosphere conditions fit satellite. Early sightings (1936 hours or so) viewed for longer.